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What happens to children in their earliest years is critical for their development throughout the life course. The years from zero to school age are foundational for brain and biological development. Attachment and face recognition; impulse control and regulation of physical aggression; executive function in the prefrontal cortex and focused attention; fine and gross motor functions and coordination; receptive and expressive language; and understandings of quantitative concepts are all established during this time and become embedded in the architecture and function of the brain (Doherty 1997; Kolb 2009; McCain and Mustard 1999). Brain and biological development are in turn expressed through three broad domains of development of the whole child: physical, social-emotional and language-cognitive, which together are the basis of “developmental health” (Keating and Hertzman 1999). Developmental health influences many aspects of well-being, including obesity and stunting, mental health, heart disease, competence in literacy and
numeracy, criminality and economic participation throughout life (Irwin et al. 2007). Accordingly, developmental health is the central concern of this article.

The emerging architecture and function of the brain are shaped by experience. Which experiences matter? The qualities of stimulation, support, nurturance and participation young children experience in the intimate environments where they grow up, live and learn matter. In other words, development is driven by the interactions that children have with those in their intimate environments (Shonkoff 2000). Internal biological programs may determine which competencies can be acquired at specific periods in a child’s early life, but children do not simply grow and develop according to the dictates of internal biology. The qualities of experience when a given biological window of opportunity opens support or undermine the child’s chances of achieving the competencies associated with that window.

Clearly, intimate environments are key, but they in turn are influenced by broader environments that affect the capacity of parents and caregivers to do their best for children. Evidence of this is not difficult to find. In Canada, less than 5% of children at every socio-economic level are born with clinically detectable limitations to their development; but by school age, vulnerability in developmental health grows to over 26% (Council for Early Child Development 2009) and profound socio-economic inequalities in development emerge (Council for Early Child Development 2009). In this respect, Canada is like most societies on the planet where, regardless of national wealth, inequalities in socio-economic resources among families are associated with inequalities in developmental health. The relationship is much more insidious than solely differentiating the rich
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from the poor; rather, any gain in social and economic resources to a given family results in increased prospects for positive development of the children in that family. This stepwise relationship between socio-economic conditions and developmental health is called a “gradient effect” (Keating and Hertzman 1999).

Social Determinants of Developmental Health and Their Geographical Dimension

Here I present a framework that accounts for the environments (and their characteristics) that directly and indirectly influence the quality of children’s early experiences (Figure 1). The framework also acts as a guide to understanding the relationships among these environments, placing the children at the centre of their respective surroundings. The environments are not strictly hierarchical but, rather, are overlapping and interconnected. At the most intimate level is the family environment. At a broader level are residential communities (such as neighbourhoods), relational communities (such as those based on religious or other social bonds) and the early learning, care and development service environment. Each of these environments (where the children actually grow up, live and learn) is situated in a broader socio-economic context that is shaped by factors at the regional, national and global levels. The framework also suggests that historical time is critical. The institutional and structural aspects of societies develop slowly over time and can be very difficult to change. Similarly, those aspects that matter for developmental health are created or dismantled over long periods of time.

The family environment is the primary source of socio-economic and relational experiences for children, both because family members (or other primary caregivers) provide the largest share of human contact with children and because families mediate children’s contact and connection with the broader environment. Young children need to spend their time in warm responsive environments that protect them from inappropriate disapproval and punishment. They need opportunities to explore their world, to play and to learn how to speak and listen to others. Family social resources include parenting skills and education, cultural practices and approaches, intra-familial relationships and the health status of family members. Economic resources include wealth, occupational status and dwelling conditions. The gradient effect of family resources on developmental health is the most powerful single explanation for inequalities in developmental health across societies, such that societies with steeper gradients have poorer average developmental health (Siddiqi et al. 2007).

Children and their families are also shaped by residential communities (where the children and family live) and relational communities (family social ties to those with a common identity) in which they are embedded. Residential and relational communities offer families multiple forms of support, from tangible goods and services that assist with child rearing to emotional connections with others that are instrumental in the well-being of children and their caregivers. At the residential/locality level, both governments and grassroots organizations play a highly influential role. Many resources available to children and families are provided on a community level through local recognition of deficits in resources, problem solving and ingenuity.

Relational communities are the people, adults and children, who help form children’s social identity: tribal, ethnic, religious and language/cultural. Often, they are not geographically clustered communities. Relational communities provide a source of social networks and collective efficacy, including instrumental, informational and emotional forms of support. However, discrimination, social exclusion and other forms of subjugation are often directed at groups defined in relational terms. The consequences of these forms of discrimination (e.g., fewer economic resources) can result in discernible inequalities. Moreover, relational communities can be sources of gender socialization, both equitable and inequitable.

Access to quality early learning, care and development programs and services that support children’s development during the early years is crucial for success in childhood. Quality programs provide support for survival, growth and development (Anderson et al. 2003; Clifford et al. 1998; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Early Child
Care Research Network 1996; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 2007), leading to better child (Burchinal and Cryer 2003; Palfrey et al. 2005) and adult outcomes (Palfrey 2005; Temple and Reynolds 2007), by addressing one or more of the following key issues: breastfeeding, early identification of developmental delays, child care, early childhood education, nutrition, parenting, community strengthening and institutional capacities such as instructional and training programs. In Canada, the list of barriers of access to quality programs includes both geographical and non-geographical factors, for instance, local availability, cost, transportation, time offered, language offered and distrust between parents and service providers.

The influence of the regional and national environments is fundamental in determining the quality and accessibility of services and resources to families and communities. These environments are also salient for understanding the levels of social organization at which inequalities in opportunity and outcome may be manifested, and the levels of organization at which action can be taken to support developmental health.

There are many related aspects of regional environments that are significant for developmental health: physical (e.g., the degree of urbanization, the health status of the population), social, political and economic. These aspects affect developmental health through their influence on family resources, neighbourhood quality and the accessibility and quality of services. In contrast to the statistically powerful impact of family environments on developmental health, the influence of broader environments, such as the region, is statistically weaker but affects much larger numbers of children. Thus, policy changes at a regional level can have a considerable influence on developmental health in the aggregate.

The most salient feature of the national environment is its capacity to affect multiple determinants of developmental health through wealth creation, public spending, child- and family-friendly policies, social protection and the defence of basic rights. At the level of the national environment, comprehensive, intersectoral approaches to policy and decision-making work best. Although developmental health tends to be more favourable in wealthy countries than in poor ones, this is not always the case. The policy-level commitment made by certain resource-poor nations, such as Cuba, has enabled them to create an environment that is far more favourable for developmental health than that in many resource-rich countries.

The global environment can influence developmental health through its effects on the policies of nations as well as through the direct actions of a range of relevant actors, including multilateral economic organizations, industry, multilateral development agencies, non-governmental development agencies and civil society groups. International institutions play both challenging and supporting roles for developmental health. On the challenging side, globalization of the economy has brought the problem of “work life–home life conflict” to many poor countries that do not have the resources to provide quality child care for working parents. This is reflected in the millions of very young children being left home alone, being cared for by other young children or spending their days in their parents’ dangerous workplaces in majority world countries (poorer and less developed countries, where the majority of people in the world live; Heymann 2006). On the supportive side, enforcing the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) has the capacity to raise the bar on developmental health in all 193 signatory countries. At present, initiatives are under way to monitor compliance with the Rights in Early Childhood provisions of UNCRC. It is hoped that this will provide a mechanism whereby international scrutiny can be used to increase the priority of investment in early childhood worldwide (Vaghri et al. 2009).

Civil society groups are conceptualized as being organized at, and acting upon, all levels of society. The ability of civil society
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Groups to act on behalf of children is a function of the extent of connectedness of citizens, and the support of political institutions in promoting expressions of civil organization. When civil society is enabled, there are many avenues through which it can engage on behalf of children. These groups can initiate government, non-government and community action on the social determinants of developmental health. They can advocate on behalf of children to ensure that governments and international agencies adopt policies that positively benefit developmental health. Finally, civil society groups are instrumental in organizing strategies at the local level to provide families and children with effective delivery of services; to improve the safety, cohesion and efficacy of residential environments; and to increase the capacity of local and relational communities to better the lives of children.

Institutional/historical time cannot be ignored because the opportunities and barriers that exist for developmental health in every society are the product of evolutionary processes that are measured in years and decades. For instance, the Nordic model of provision in the early years, widely acknowledged to be the best in the wealthy world, unfolded gradually, beginning with policy discussions in the 1950s and evolving over the following 50 years (Bremberg 2009). The fact that all the wealthy English-speaking countries invest less (as a proportion of gross domestic product [GDP]) in supporting the positive aspects of early human development than do all the non-English-speaking wealthy countries (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD] 2006) is not a result of recent policy decisions but is rooted in the punitive character of the English poor laws of the 17th and 19th centuries, which were exported,
in spirit and letter, to Canada, the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Ireland (Halfon 2009).

**Geography of Developmental Health – Revelations from Mapping**

Between 2000 and 2009, the province of British Columbia completed three population-based assessments of developmental health – including more than 90% of children in school-entry cohorts from across the province, at least three times over. Assessments were done during the kindergarten year, and developmental health was measured using the Early Development Instrument (EDI), which involves kindergarten teachers filling out a detailed checklist for each child in their class based on five scale measures of development: physical well-being; social competence; emotional maturity; language and cognitive development; and communication and general knowledge (Janus and Offord 2000). The EDI allows each child to be scored as “vulnerable” or “not vulnerable” on each of these five scales. The label of “vulnerable” is not placed directly on the child. Instead, rates of vulnerability on the EDI are calculated and mapped according to residential neighbourhoods where children live.

Mapping developmental health by neighbourhood follows logically from the framework in Figure 1. Neighbourhoods aggregate family environments, reflect broader environments and also have emergent properties (such as safety and social cohesion) that influence developing children. The Human Early Learning Partnership team at UBC worked with local communities to define neighbourhoods that were coherent as they pertained to young children. In the urban areas, these had to be large enough to include a minimum of 40 kindergarten children per year (range approximately 40–500) but small enough to be recognizable to families and to have a distinct character. Thus, neighbourhoods tended to include families of similar socio-economic status; emotional maturity; language and cognitive development; and communication and general knowledge (Janus and Offord 2000). The EDI allows each child to be scored as “vulnerable” or “not vulnerable” on each of these five scales. The label of “vulnerable” is not placed directly on the child. Instead, rates of vulnerability on the EDI are calculated and mapped according to residential neighbourhoods where children live.

Mapping developmental health by neighbourhood follows logically from the framework in Figure 1. Neighbourhoods aggregate family environments, reflect broader environments and also have emergent properties (such as safety and social cohesion) that influence developing children. The Human Early Learning Partnership team at UBC worked with local communities to define neighbourhoods that were coherent as they pertained to young children. In the urban areas, these had to be large enough to include a minimum of 40 kindergarten children per year (range approximately 40–500) but small enough to be recognizable to families and to have a distinct character. Thus, neighbourhoods tended to include families of similar socio-economic status; unique mixes of relational characteristics and similar levels of access to (or barriers to) programs and services. Over the past year, neighbourhood definitions for EDI have been harmonized across Canada, facilitating pan-Canadian comparisons (Council for Early Child Development 2009).

Figure 2 presents a map of developmental health according to neighbourhood in the most populous area of British Columbia – Greater Vancouver and Greater Victoria – representing a total population of approximately three million and about 30,000 kindergarten children. (The reader is referred to the Council for Early Child Development [2009] to find the full pan-Canadian EDI mapping platform, covering 75–80% of the Canadian population, and including multiple EDI and socio-economic variables by neighbourhood and region across Canada.) The “proportion of children vulnerable on one or more scales of the EDI” is the summary measure used on this map. The pan-Canadian consortium for the EDI has designated this as its overall summary measure of developmental health, in the same sense that infant mortality is the international summary measure of child survival. What do the maps reveal? The answers are discussed below.

**Large Local Area Differences in the Proportion of Developmentally Vulnerable Children**

The colour bands on the map reveal surprisingly large differences in developmental vulnerability across geographical neighbourhoods. Among the green-banded neighbourhoods vulnerability goes as low as 4.1%, and among the red-banded neighbourhoods vulnerability goes as high as 68.6%. The bands were established for the whole the country, so there is more than a 16-fold inequality in developmental vulnerability in Canada at the level of the neighbourhood! This range is much larger than one would have predicted on the basis of random sample surveys of child development, which rarely demonstrate social gradients larger than threefold. Why would this be? The best answer is that local geography defines unique combinations of factors that support or undermine early child development, which are not readily detected by random sample surveys. For analytical purposes, random sample surveys aggregate children from different geographical locales into statistical (rather than real) neighbourhoods according to a small number of grouping factors (e.g., median family income, proportion of adults with high-school graduation). Such “neighbourhood effects” analyses from random sample surveys do not capture the unique circumstances of real neighbourhoods. Thus, the 16-fold variation in developmental health on the EDI validates the population-based approach since only this tactic captures the circumstances of real Canadian neighbourhoods.

**Across the country as a whole, avoidable vulnerability stands at approximately 60%.

**High Proportion of Avoidable Vulnerability**

Over the past 10 years, the EDI has been performed for several hundred thousand Canadian children, organized into more than a thousand local neighbourhoods. Much like international variations in infant mortality, these data allow us to estimate an achievable minimum level of neighbourhood developmental vulnerability. In principal, the calculation is simple. The lowest level of vulnerability that has been achieved is something that can be achieved. Developmental vulnerability between 4 and 5% has been accomplished in some (albeit, a very small number of) neighbourhoods in Canada, and this is the range that one would expect based upon clinically significant prematurity, low birth weight and congenital anomalies. Thus, one could assert
that any level of vulnerability above 5% is excess and therefore avoidable. Allowing for cohort effects and random variation over time, as we have done in British Columbia, it is responsible to assert, more conservatively, that any vulnerability above 10% is avoidable. Using this benchmark, in British Columbia, with vulnerability standing at 28.6% in 2008–2009, 65% can be deemed to be “excess vulnerability.” Across the country as a whole, avoidable vulnerability stands at approximately 60%. Moreover, less than 7% of BC neighbourhoods have demonstrated consistently less than 10% vulnerability over successive waves of data collection. Thus, vulnerability reduction is an issue for all communities.

**Socio-economic Context Doesn’t Always Explain Neighbourhood Variation in Developmental Health**

We began with more than 1,000 census and tax filer variables, obtained (through custom orders) from Statistics Canada and Revenue Canada, and matched them to BC neighbourhoods through aggregation by six-digit postal code. Next, we employed a range of theories as to how socio-economic context might influence developmental health in order to reduce the number of variables and create variable clusters that have theoretical coherence. From these, we constructed models that “explained,” in a statistical sense, as much as possible of the variation in vulnerability between neighbourhoods according to socio-economic context. Although the explanatory power varies slightly from wave to wave of EDI data collection, roughly 45–50% of the neighbourhood variance can be explained in the statistical sense by socio-economic context. This is evidence of the socio-economic gradient effect and demonstrates a steep (i.e., strong) gradient in developmental health in British Columbia. A strong gradient is not unexpected, but it is not easily amenable to modification by the principal agents for young children: families, care providers and social policy makers. On the other hand, more than half of the neighbourhood variation in vulnerability is not explained by socio-economic context. In theory, this ought to be the more easily modifiable variation because it would include such things as day-to-day parenting practices; the quality of local governance and resources for young children; the availability of quality early learning, child care and development programs; and the willingness of families from diverse backgrounds to co-operate in the interests of their children. This leads to the discussion below.

**Which Communities Are Positive and Negative Outliers, and Why**

One of the most useful outcomes of population-based data collection and mapping is the capacity to identify positive and negative outliers, that is, neighbourhoods where developmental health is consistently better or worse than one would predict on the basis of socio-economic context across multiple waves of EDI. The population-based character of EDI data collection is indispensable here because it produces neighbourhood vulnerability rates that are not subject to random error, as they would be if children had merely been sampled from neighbourhoods. Thus, positive and negative outliers are exactly that, and not statistical artifacts. When a given neighbourhood is found to be a positive or negative outlier on three successive waves of EDI, one can say with confidence that it has characteristics that are worth exploring. Our research has now reached the stage where we are systematically studying positive and negative outlier neighbourhoods in order to identify their distinguishing characteristics that, we believe, will also be the most readily modifiable community factors that support or undermine developmental health.

**Change in Developmental Health over Time**

With three waves of EDI data collection in British Columbia, it has been possible to analyze trends in developmental health over the first decade of the 21st century. Despite the current high level of interest in the early years, the trends have generally not been favourable. Between wave one (2001–2004) and wave two (2004–2007) of data collection, overall EDI vulnerability in British Columbia rose from 26.1 to 29.6%. Between wave two and 2008–2009 (when the whole province was done in one school year), vulnerability fell slightly to 28.6%. These trends are reflected at the level of the neighbourhood and geographical school district, where many more places got worse than got better. A closer look, however, shows that the trends vary by scale of the EDI. In particular, vulnerability on
We were able to determine (from Manitoba) that British Columbia was not alone in seeing negative EDI trends between 2000 and 2009. Thus, we focused on national, rather than provincial, explanations for the trend.

When this in mind, we discovered that the mid-1990s were a watershed for Canadian families with children. By then, infant and under-age-five mortality had dropped to the lowest levels in the world (Gapminder 2009). But between 1992 and 1999, social spending in Canada dropped by 19% as a proportion of GDP (OECD 2004). In 1996, federal-provincial transfer payments were capped, transferring the fiscal crisis of the day from the federal government to the provinces, who provide most of the direct services to families. Starting in 1996, infant mortality began to increase, albeit slightly, for the first time in decades (Public Health Agency of Canada 2008); at the same time, under-age-five mortality stopped decreasing (Gapminder 2009). The year 1996 was also the inflection point for income inequality in Canada and for income inequality among Canadian families with children. Starting then, family income inequality after taxes and transfer payments rose steadily for the following decade (Yalnizyan 2007). At the same time, the number of hours worked by Canadian families with children rose by 300 per year, cutting into quality family time (Yalnizyan 2007). Concurrently, Canada’s response to the new realities of working mothers and modern family needs was the weakest in the OECD. In 2008, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) published its report on benchmarks for early learning and care. Of the 10 benchmarks, Canada achieved only one, tying for last among 26 wealthy countries. In contrast, the Nordic countries all achieved eight to 10 benchmarks. Thus, declining developmental health across Canada was consistent with a broader trend showing that the long-term impact of the solution to the fiscal crisis of the 1990s was damaging to Canadian families with children.

### Opportunities for “Place-Based” Learning

Mapping of developmental health – neighbourhood, regional, provincial, national and over time – allows for many types of learning to take place. It permits large numbers of outlier communities and regions to be sampled as if they were individuals and studied in statistically rigorous ways. It allows for the study of factors, such as residential transiency, that do not vary much within regions in Canada but vary significantly over the country as a whole. It makes possible the comparison of the impact of different social policy regimes by province. Finally, it allows hypotheses on the determinants of developmental health to be generated in one part of the country and tested in others. The latter is occurring in relation to the question posed above: could action at the community level counter the overall (negative) trend in developmental health in Canada? Already, ethnographic studies have identified characteristics of BC communities that have shown sustained improvement in EDI scores over the period 2001–2009 when the national and provincial trends
were negative (Table 1). These characteristics serve as hypotheses to be tested in other parts of Canada over time.

Conclusion

Developmental health is socially determined and, in turn, influences health, well-being, learning and behaviour across the life course. Because the social determinants of developmental health and the remedies for developmental vulnerability range from the intimate to the global, population-based data monitoring is indispensable for understanding and intervention. Proclamation of the EDI and community mapping shows promise as tools to help Canada sustain an era of “evidence-based social change” in this field. Such change needs to take place at all levels of society if developmental vulnerability is to be reduced from its current level of more than one quarter of Canadian children to less than one tenth, where we know it should be.
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